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My talents

Any ability or interest you possess or have ever possessed can go in here. 
You might want to ask a friend if there are any other things you have 
missed. For example:

• Playing the piano
• Singing
• Understanding algebra
• Mechanics for cars
• Hair-cutting

Write your own list here:
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My social support network

Next, let us look at your social support network. This could be your family, 
friends, work colleagues and neighbours. Only include people if you think 
they can be helpful to you. For example:

• Sylvia next door
• My brother
• My tennis partner
• My friends on Facebook
• My social worker

Write your own list here:
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My ways of occupying my day 

Next, how do you occupy your day or how did you in the past when you 
enjoyed it? For example:

• Looking after the children
• Volunteering, for example at the charity shop 
• Going to work
• Meeting my friends
• Going to college
• Doing exercise

Write your own list here:
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My ways of supporting myself financially

Now think about how you support yourself financially. For example:

• Going to work
• Partner or family member
• Inheritance
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My personal strengths

Now think about your personal strengths. For example, being a good lis-
tener, empathy for others, able to stand up for yourself, etc. Here is a list 
of ideas:

• Kindness and generosity 
• Being a good listener
• Keep myself fit
• Able to stand up for myself
• Give to charity
• Look after my animals
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My achievements so far

Write here any achievements you have made in your life so far, things you 
are proud of. If you find this hard, step back and look at yourself as your 
kind friend would look at you. What would s/he say? For example:

• Looked after my dog even when I was ill
• Qualified as a mechanic/supervisor/gardener/fireman/secretary/florist, etc.
• Raised money for research into cancer
• Completed a Duke of Edinburgh Award
• Raised two children
• Learned to cook nice meals

Write your own list here:
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Fill in the lists for yourself in this chapter. If you struggle, ask a friend or 
partner to help. Recognise that you may not have thought of these things 
as strengths and resources before. You will need these lists later when we 
are thinking of what to do instead of our unwanted behaviours. Looking 
through your own lists, is there one activity that you would like to re-start, 
or maybe use in new areas of your life? Or build on it in some way? You 
could have a look at the examples below if you are stuck. If so, make a plan 
to re-start or re-use at least one strength or resource. For example, ‘I plan 
to go to the gym for an hour on Wednesday evening after work’. Write 
your plan here:
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Add this to your Baby Steps Diary (see page 79). Here are some examples 
from the stories:

Janet . . . 

Remembered that she used to go to the gym, as she made her lists. Because 
she wanted to get fitter and manage her eating, she decided to add going 
to the gym to her Baby Steps Diary.

Tom . . .

Noticed that he used to write little stories for the children, which they 
liked. He decided to start doing this again.


